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Science Museum Web site features PZ Myers

Summary: Morris Professor of Biology Paul (PZ) Myers is a featured Scientist on the Spot on the online Science Museum of Minnesota’s “Science Buzz.” The museum will post questions for Myers to answer through the end of March.

(February 24, 2009)-University of Minnesota, Morris Professor of Biology Paul (PZ) Myers is a featured Scientist on the Spot on the online Science Museum of Minnesota's “Science Buzz.” Myers was invited to participate in Science Buzz, due to his role as an evolutionist, during the 2009 Year of Science month that highlights evolution and to commemorate Charles Darwin's 200th birthday and the 150th anniversary of the publishing of Darwin’s *The Origin of Species*.

The Science Museum will post up to five questions a week for Myers to answer through April 1, 2009.

Visit Ask Myers and questions to find out more.

Myers joins another featured Morris campus biologist, Professor of Biology Van Gooch, at Science Buzz.

Through personal and academic discovery, the University of Minnesota, Morris provides opportunities for students to grow intellectually, engage in community, experience environmental stewardship and celebrate diversity. A renewable and sustainable educational experience, Morris prepares graduates for careers, for advanced degrees, for lifelong learning, for work world flexibility in the future, and for global citizenship. Learn more about Morris at morris.umn.edu or call 888-866-3382.